
Databases:
● A collection of approximately 570,000 speeches by different congressmen, 

downloaded from the Congressional Record
○ Used this as our training and test data for the classifier

● A database of speakers and their gender and race
○ Was used for reading into the program so that we could get polarization data 

based off of race and gender
Vocabulary:
● TFIDF Matrix:

○ Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency
○ Takes the percentage frequency of each term in each document and puts it as 

the inverse of the percentage frequency in all the documents
■ Eliminates words like “the” and “congress” which are used frequently across 

the aisle from becoming determining factors
● Logistic Regression Model: Plots the TFIDF along a logistic regression curve and 

classifies the speeches.
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Polarization through Time:
We expected that the speeches from 
the current decade would indicate 
greater polarization than the speeches 
of the previous decades. We were 
unable to draw any such conclusions 
based on our decades classifiers. 

Regional Biases:
Our hypothesis on the effect of regional 
biases on speech was proven correct. In 
more Republican-leaning states, the 
Democratic politicians’ speeches were 
classified more as Republican. 
Democrats from redder states tend to 
behave more like Republicans in 
response to their constituency, and vice 
versa. Region was an accurate metric of 
a politician’s views. 

Future Work: 
We would like to build a regional 
classifier to see if the region to which a 
politician belongs is easier to predict 
than the party.

We’d like to express our deepest gratitude to Vineet Gupta for help in data collection, Mudita Jain for 
programming consultation, and our mentor John Hanay for overall guidance.
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Time Period Analysis:
Based on the picture the media has given us, we expected there to 
be more polarization as we approach the present. However, when 
fine-tuning the classifier and removing state names and 
Congressmen’s names, which would skew the data, there appeared 
to be no real increase in Congressional polarization. Our data 
turned out to be inconclusive.

Geographical Analysis:
We did, however, find that the classifier behaves as expected in 
terms of regional biases. In more Republican-leaning states, the 
Democratic politicians’ speeches were classified more as 
Republican. We can infer that this is because Democrats from 
redder states tend to behave more like Republicans in response to 
their constituency. The same occurred with Republicans in bluer 
states, where they were classified incorrectly as more Democratic.

All Data Dem. Actual Rep. Actual
Dem. Predicted 63,803 19,529
Rep. Predicted 17,836 49,847

1990’s Dem. Actual Rep. Actual
Dem. Predicted 9,663 3,115
Rep. Predicted 2,442 8,943

2000’s Dem. Actual Rep. Actual
Dem. Predicted 30,857 10,322
Rep. Predicted 7,604 20,763

2010’s Dem. Actual Rep. Actual
Dem. Predicted 25,936 6,932
Rep. Predicted 5,923 19,141

The media presents a picture of an America that has grown increasingly polarized; both catalyzed by and reflected by the speeches today’s politicians make. We wanted to see whether our nation is as 
divided as it appears on our computer screens. Matthew Gentzkow’s paper on behavioral economics described a computer program which determines the party of the speaker. We realized that we could 
measure polarization by the accuracy of the program; the higher the accuracy, the greater the polarization.
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Figure 1 and 2: These graphs represent the percentage of speeches in each state 
that were sorted incorrectly by the classifier. The bars are colored to represent blue, 
red, and purple states based on senator affiliations.

Tables 1-4: These tables are commonly called “confusion matrices,” referring to when the classifier is “confused.” 
The data show how many speeches in each category the classifier sorted correctly and incorrectly.

Top 50 words the classifier used on speeches:

accordingly
routine
solute
defend
aisle
mobile
morristown
loudoun
commonwealth
descript
entitle
liability
syracuse
occur
rodger
hoosier
pensacola
takeover
riverside
enemy
twenty-second
therefore
thus
wilkin
government-run    recognize

radical
congratulate
encourage
bless
proudly
denton
govern
immediate
unborn
kentuckian
freedom
speaker
bureaucracy
spend
cincinnati
illegal
liberal
earmark
revise
obama-care
bureaucrat
brownwait
diaz-balart
ros-lehtinen

Source: Suh, M. (2014, June 11). Political Polarization 
in the American Public. Retrieved October 30, 2017, from 
http://www.people-press.org/2014/06/12/political-polarization-
in-the-american-public/
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